Carbon Farming, Ranching, & Gardening

Videos, Websites, References

**Cover Crop Seed Blend:** Alaska Soil Booster at Alaska Mill & Feed, Anchorage
Commercial desk has 20lb & 40lb bags; or Retail store has 6 lb jugs

**Dr. Christine Jones** Learn more at Amazing Carbon
https://www.amazingcarbon.com

“Photosynthesis and plant root exudates are the primary pathways for soil building. Fertile, humus-rich topsoil is a product of photosynthesis and microbial re-synthesis”

VIDEO: *Building New Topsoil Through The Liquid Carbon Pathway* 37 minutes
https://youtu.be/C3_w_Gp1mLM See some of the many other videos by Dr. C. Jones

**Allan Savory:** Savory Institute & Africa Center for Holistic Management

VIDEO: *How To Green The World's Deserts and Reverse Climate Change*
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpTHi7O66pi 22 minutes

**Ray Archeluta** NRCS

VIDEOS: Many great choices, you gotta see at least one!
Watch him demonstrate soils, covers, and run-off.

**Joel Salatin, Polyface Farm**
Many books and articles!

Over, please